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Ø A novel Second-order Attention Guided Network (SoAG-Net) is proposed for 
visual recognition in an end-to-end.

Ø Ours model involves a group of SoAG modules seemingly inserted into 
intermediate layers of deep convolutional networks.

Ø  Ours model captures second-order statistics of activations to predict attention map 
used for guiding the learning of networks
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l Ours methods

Ø The proposed second-order attention guidance (SoAG) module can be seemingly 
inserted into intermediate layers of ConvNet, forming our SoAG-Net.

Ø The global average pooling (GAP) after the last ours module is used for generating 
image representations fed into a classifier.
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          SVHN         CIFAR-10/100

Ø CIFAR-10/100: The CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are single-label datasets containing 60,000 
32×32 color images of 10 and 100 classes, respectively, both of which are split into 50,000 
training images and 10,000 test images.

Ø SVHN: The Street View House Numbers dataset includes Street View images of 10 object 
categories with size of 32×32, containing 73,257 training images, 26,032 test images, and 
531,131 extra training images. 

1.Datasets



l Experiments
2.Experimental results

Ø  The comparison results show that ours method exhibits competitive 
performance and showcases its effectiveness.



Ø we presented a novel second-order attention guided network (SoAG-Net).

u Contain conceptually simple yet effective SoAG modules conveniently plugged 

into earlier residual stages of ConvNet.

u Ours module non-trivially guides the learning of convolutional activations by 

attention map computed from second-order statistics of activations themselves.

l Conclusion
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u Explore more discriminate high-order statistics of CNN features

u Extend experiments on more datasets

Ø In the future



Thank you !


